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A new video on Yammer from
Director of Customer Operations
Nick Dent, the top boss for
stations and trains, reminds us of
the “four key areas” LU is looking
at for ways to save money (i.e.,
make cuts). 

They are “vacancies and
recruitment”, “our ways of working”,
“enhanced use of technology”, and
“a review of our people policies”.

Reviewing “vacancies and
recruitment” means something very
simple: cutting jobs. Reducing the
headcount is a major way for LU to
save money. “Our ways of working”
refers to our Frameworks and other
agreements giving us certain rights.
LU would love to have more
flexibility in terms of changing our
shift times and locations, which in
turn could allow it to reduce staffing
levels further. “Enhanced use of

technology” could mean almost
anything, but we know LU is under
pressure from the Tories to pursue
the folly of “driverless trains”. And “a
review of [...] people policies”, such
as the Attendance At Work, is
almost certain to recommend
making them more punitive and
restrictive.

Dent’s video says LU is committed
to “protecting as many jobs as
possible for everyone working here
today.” The language is carefully

chosen: LU could delete vacant
positions, or schedule jobs for
abolition when those currently
holding them move or retire, and still
claim to be “protecting jobs for
everyone working here today.”

We have to fight to protect the
conditions of the job, and the
existence of the jobs themselves,
not just for ourselves but for
future generations of workers.

“Four Key Areas”? One Key Response:

RMT suspended the second set
of strikes in the Night Tube grade
consolidation dispute. We believe
suspending strikes is a misstep.

An alleged “breakthrough” in
talks amounts to further
commitments for more talks, not
firm guarantees. The company has
rejected two RMT proposals for a

voluntary
agreement. So
LU will impose
its rosters, and
commit only to
restarting talks
on the
“principle” of
creating more
part-time driver
jobs.

Support for the dispute was
uneven, especially on non-Night
Tube lines. There is still a belief in
some areas that strikes now, when
passenger numbers are lower, will
not have the impact needed. But a
big campaign on the issue from the
moment the plans were tabled
could have built effective action. 

RMT remains in dispute and
should not squander the chance to
name more action when the impact
of these rosters is felt. 

There are now eight weeks
before further negotiations at
Acas. Now is not the time to just sit
and wait it out. Activists should be
on the front foot in preparing for
this dispute to get bigger. It must
not be forgotten that as well as the

potential for 11 full time equivalent
jobs to be lost, there is also a lost
promotion avenue for Night Tube
station staff. 

Once again, Aslef has played a
grubby role, spreading rumours
about the potential weakness of
any strike and suggesting that their
members may not respect picket
lines. 

Such division only benefits the
bosses. Drivers in both unions, and
other grades of workers, will be
affected by these changes. We
need to unite.

When these rosters are
imposed Aslef and RMT members
should stand together and push
back against these changes.

Fight Back!

Grade consolidation hasn’t been suspended, so why were our strikes?

PENSIONS UNDER
THREAT

October will see the first stage of
reporting from TfL’s new review
into our pension scheme. Any
outcome other than “leave it as it
is” (or “expand it to include more
people”!) must be met with total
resistance. 



FIGHTING FOR
WORK/LIFE BALANCE
AT FARRINGDON
There’s no firm launch date for the
Elizabeth Line (Crossrail), but as
the new sections of the
interchange stations begin to
open, LU is altering staffing levels
at stations like Bond Street,
Tottenham Court Road,
Farringdon, and Liverpool Street.

In most locations, whilst not
perfect, post-Crossrail rosters are
roughly similar to current rosters in
terms of weekend working and
extreme shifts. This is in part
because, in 2018, union pressure
secured additional positions which
helped rebalance rosters. Draft
rosters were produced based on
the new numbers, but LU then
reduced CSA1 positions in the
roster it plans to introduce at
Farringdon, meaning the new CSA1
roster will lead to increases in
weekend working and extreme
earlies and lates.

Workers are discussing a
fightback. LU says they can’t afford
to increase staffing levels
sufficiently to rebalance the roster.
Let’s see if they miraculously fund
some extra dosh if protests and
picket lines disrupt the Crossrail
prestige.

SOLIDARITY WITH
ROYAL PARKS
STRIKERS
Outsourced cleaners and
attendants in Royal Parks are
striking for better conditions and
parity with directly-employed
staff.

It’s great to see RMT reps at
stations serving Royal Parks have
published a solidarity statement:

“Like Tube workers, Royal Parks
workers are essential to the running
of a key London institution. Too often,
our labour is taken for granted whilst
our bosses profit. Like you, we also
face struggles over outsourcing, with
outsourced workers on London
Underground all facing worse
conditions than directly-employed
staff.

Your strike is an inspiring example
that proves outsourced workers can
organise and fight back. We send you
our full support and solidarity.”

See the full statement at 
bit.ly/rmt-rp
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ANTI-UNION
LAWS OBSTRUCT
ANOTHER STRIKE

RMT’s ballot of fleet workers
in depots where LU proposes
to impose Automatic Train
Control (ATC) for trains going
into siding returned a 79%
majority for strikes, and an
82% majority for action short
of strikes. 

But as the turnout was just
42%, official (i.e., legal)
industrial action can’t be called.

This is the second RMT ballot
to fall foul of the Tory anti-
union laws recently, with the
ballot for action to reinstate
Gary “Gash” Carney returning a
similarly overwhelming majority
for action, but on too small a
turnout.

The anti-union laws, which
mandate postal voting, are set
up to catch unions out. They
impose arbitrary restrictions
not imposed on any other area
of democratic life. Many Tory
MPs, and countless councilors,
were elected on turnouts far
lower than 42%.

The result is obviously
disappointing. As long as these
laws are in place, we have to
deal with them. RMT’s recent
Night Tube grade consolidation
ballot, and Aslef’s ballot last
year, shows that the thresholds
can be cleared, even on a
network-wide basis. But as well
as working hard to clear the
thresholds, we need to step up
our campaigning against the
unjust laws that require them in
the first place.

For more on fighting against
anti-union and anti-strike
laws, see freeourunions.org
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NEW GS FOR UNITE

Tubeworker congratulates new
Unite general secretary Sharon
Graham on her victory. 

Although Unite’s membership
on LU is small, they are a
significant union in TfL more
widely, especially on the buses,
and a major force in the national
labour movement.

We hope Sharon carries out her
commitments to make Unite a
more effective, militant union,
with more power in the hands of
reps and shop stewards.


